Video: Tropical Christmas. Noella Be Nice! by Nat Ya
Christmas gets turned upside down in this oﬀ-kilter Holiday Special in the
Italian sun.
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Merry Christmas in the Tropics.
Christmas Greetings from Global Research

Noella… Be nice!
Sung by Nat Ya, featuring Snowﬂake & Elizsabeth
Get the song here
Starring Hainsley Lloyd Bennett as Snowﬂake, Paola Crisostomo as the Cool Angel.
Sandro Rizzo, Alberto Piccinni, and Marco Antonio Alessio as the Jolly Reindeer.

Director Gabriele Quaranta
DOP Gianluca Carluccio
MUAH Paola Rizzo
Set Assistant Homeyra Crespi
Very special thanks to Linda Isobel Logan
Thanks to Tommaso Carbone, Stefano Celesti, Lina Nicolardi and Eliseo Coluccia.
Noella (Be Nice) was written and composed by Laurence Llewellyn and Natacha
Chossudovsky (Nat Ya), and produced by Justin Broad.
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